AIIMS test: a simple test to look for presence of palmaris longus.
Palmaris longus has an invaluable role in reconstructive surgeries of hand and is the most common source of tendon grafts in tendon transfer surgeries. Various clinical tests are available to check for the presence of the tendon but are often difficult to use due to their complex nature. We suggest a rather simple test, which we have found very useful in our practice. In this cross-sectional study, we compared our proposed test with the most commonly used Standard test (Schaeffer's test) to know about its sensitivity in a cohort of randomly selected 200 patients. We found our test to be more sensitive than the Standard test. The average time duration from instructions to elicitation of the test was also found less. No individual asked to repeat the instructions for the proposed test. Our proposed test to evaluate the presence of palmaris longus tendon is very simple and easy-to-understand manoeuvre with good sensitivity. It would be extremely useful in the preoperative planning in most of the reconstructive surgeries, should the palmaris longus tendon be harvested.